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Description

FIELD OF THE ART

[0001] The Present invention relates to roller mill machines used in milling the grain.
[0002] The invention relates to use of the angled positioning arrangements on the bearing means for angular positioning
of cylindrical ground milling rolls in roller mill machine used in milling mainly grains and similar products and accordingly
bearing arrangements.
[0003] Initially the said angular positioning is made once and can be used in the same value constantly and it is also
likely to change the angle depending on variable conditions.

BACKGROUND OF THE ART

[0004] The grains are milled between two rollers on which fluted, and are sorted in various sizes in sieving machines.
The sorted goods are re-milled in other milling rolls having threads as per size of the grains.
[0005] In addition to the said fluted rolls there are rolls having ground surface performing crushing function. Crystal
grained goods (semolina etc.) are crushed and fined with the rollers.
[0006] During crushing and fining operation there should an equal distance between rolls so as to allow flow of crushed
goods. In case of failure of presence of equal distance between rolls and in case of existence of more distance in some
parts, there will be leakage of non-ground, non-crushed goods from open spaces. Such case will lead to problems in
flow of goods between milling and sieving components.
[0007] During operation on ground rollers decreasing diameter increase from caps of rolls towards medium occurs
due to thermal expansion caused by bearing embodiment in bearing of roll caps. Such diameter increase causes concave
conveying. (See Figure 5) During crushing, the caps of rollers apply pressure to each other and do not apply pressure
on middle parts and thus leakage of non-crushed materials occur in the middle part. In order to eliminate this problem
the rolls should be ground in conveyed manner in the predetermined sizes in advance before installation onto machine,
which is suggested as a technical solution for goods leakage.
[0008] Milling with roll was developed during last quarter of the 18th century and has been used since the beginning
of 19th century. The roll lengths of roller mill machines produced until 1970s was generally 60-70 cm. Concave convey
amount occurring in short rolls is also little. Its negative impact on crushing is also little.
[0009] Due to no need for fine goods regarding flour quality in the past, development of different solution techniques
has been prevented.
[0010] In new modern mills, said rolls are positioned on mounting block (11) providing collective removal of said rolls
(1, 2) from said roller mill machine or installation to the machine. The lengths of these rolls can vary from 100, 125, 150
cm. Therefore, amount of concave convey, occurring in long rolls are too much and the rolls should be conveyed in a
very accurate amount. (See Figure 1).
[0011] Nowadays improving flour quality requires finer milling of goods such as semolina etc. Therefore, it is highly
essential that ground rolls are very accurately close to each other and produce goods in equal fine milling from all surfaces.
[0012] As conveyed ground benches are expensive and special benches, they are not found in every plant. Therefore,
it is necessary to apply grinding operations with roll cylindrical grinding benches only in the locations where roll cylindrical
grinding benches are available.
[0013] Applied stepped grinding method is the most used method to eliminate the impact of diameter increase in roll
caps in roll grinding bench. (See Figure 2) When stepped grounded rolls are used, although partial smoothness is
obtained as a result of expansion, goods leakage occurs in cap parts of the rolls.
[0014] In cylindrical grinding benches applications decreasing diameter increase in roll caps with conically grinding of
cap parts of the roll are also commonly used. (See Figure 3).
[0015] During use of conveyed or cylindrical ground rolls various problems are encountered. The problems of failure
to have exact contact at roll surfaces from time to time due to thermal differences likely to occur in bearing embodiment
in rolls having determined convey amount are experienced. In this case the goods going through rolls are milled in
different thicknesses along roll surface. In order to eliminate this problem, the roll should be dismantled from the machine
and conveyed or conically ground in a determined amount.
[0016] It is understood that the grounding of the rolls by cylindrical ground machines used currently is very practical
and important to eliminate the above-mentioned problems.
[0017] Angular positioning of the rolls is known from the prior art, however it is seen that these angular positioning
processes can not be realized in a stabile manner because of the bearing arrangements have not appropriate technical
structures.
[0018] In the prior art, DE 42 08 490 A1 states angular positioning of rolls. Moreover, in the document, bearing
components that move the cylinders are mentioned. In DE 42 08 490 A1, the two rolls are positioned together angularly
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by moving in opposite directions. However, for grinding processes, high pressure values are used between the rolls.
Since, in DE 42 08 490 A1, both rolls are moveable, high pressure values between the rolls can not be achieved. This
affects product quality. In addition to that, because of movable bearing components, operational problems occur.
[0019] As an example to the prior art, a patent application with the publication number of EP0151997 A2 exists. The
application mentions movement of bearing of at least one roll in vertical direction. For this purpose, driving components
as preferably motor, spring or piston is used to move the bearing. In the invention, especially alternatives using eccentric
part, there are three pieces (34, 25, 22) in connection with the driving component. On these pieces and moving bearing,
there are three rotation axes. Since especially center with the number of "21" causes an extra movement after eccentric
movement, supporting walls (75) are additionally employed to provide proper movement. These walls add values to the
costs. In the current application, there are not any constructions such as intermediate piece as "22", axis as "21" and
supports as "75" causing cost increase and making the operation harder. The driving components in the current application
are created for different rolls than the ones of the prior art.
[0020] In another patent with the number of US5018960, both bearings of both rolls are connected to bottom chassis
by pins. Pins of one of the rolls are designed as eccentrically, and positioned in a manner just to provide adjustment of
nip clearance between the rolls. However, in the current application, bearings of one of the rolls are in a single piece
with mounting block. On the other hand, bearings of the second roll are connected to mounting block with eccentric
component and adjustment arm thereof in a manner to make a roll have an angle compared to the other roll. The parallel
placement is changed by moving an end of the roll to down and other and to up by eccentric component and components
connected to that. As a result, angular adjustment is achieved. Again in the current application, the nip clearance between
rolls is adjusted on top ends of the bearings. However, US5018960 has no mechanism to gather angular placement.
Additionally, unlike the current application, in the US5018960, the ends of the bearings are connected to the main chassis
one by one, and do not allow rolls and eccentric components to be demounted from the machine body collectively.
[0021] In the recent past, gear drive was used for driving the rolls. In the gear drive application it is not possible to
position the gears with an angle to each other. Moreover if the gears do not touch each other correctly, vibration, noise
and knocking may occur. In order to prevent vibration, noise and knocking problem, more complicated gear systems
need to be developed which is expensive and reducing the easiness of the application.
[0022] Today cylinders can be driven by specially developed strong belts. This case facilitates the cylinders run with
angular from their center axis.

EXPLANATION OF THE INVENTION

[0023] Thanks to angular positioning embodiment being subject of this invention, the positioning of rolls, in exact
contact with each other against diameter increase occurring after thermal expansion generated by bearing arrangements
of two longitudinally cylindrical ground milling rolls, can be provided. In order to provide such embodiment milling rolls
are positioned against each other in angle allowing full contact with each other along their surfaces. Thus, the machine
operators will be enabled to use in the machine the rolls cylindrical ground in same amount longitudinally in simple
grinding benches, which can be found everywhere.
[0024] The smooth ground rolls seen in Figure 4 expand from cap parts with the heat produced by bearing arrangements
no. 10 and 13, and the rolls expanding from cap part gain the convex position shown in figure 5.
[0025] With the help of angular positioning embodiment being subject of this invention the parallel position of two rolls
in terms of each other is disarranged and rolls can be adjusted in a manner providing full contact along roll surfaces
(Figure 6). This contact can be monitored visually, with light control and also fine milling capability of machine can be
monitored during operation and ideal angled positioning can be fixed.
[0026] Angular positioning embodiments should allow easy re-adjustment depending on decrease or increase in con-
cave convey caused by thermal expansion differences in roll caps.
[0027] Arrangements having eccentric parts are used for bringing close and drawing away the rolls to each other in
current systems. In the present invention, arrangement having eccentric part is used to move the rolls to be angular
positioned against each other.
[0028] Angular adjustment can be automatically controlled by means of a control unit controlling angular adjustment
of rolls through perception of parameters (heat, time) in order to determine the angle automatically.
[0029] There is a problem of leakage of non-crushed goods in cap parts of the rolls during the time period from initial
operation until reaching operating temperature.
[0030] The present invention allows giving small angle to less heating rolls and wider angle to those heating more by
help of automatically operating arrangement. The invention is also very important in terms of prevention of efficiency
loss arising from on-off operations in the plants not in operation constantly (once or twice a day on shift).
[0031] In the cases where fluting of the roll (preferably fine flutes) to mill goods finely, angular position of rolls and
elimination of convey has been a very effective method. Because, conveyed fluting technique is not known and being used.
[0032] Embodiment consists of mounting block and elevation part or slope sliding part or eccentric part placed on the
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mounting block, provide easy angular positioning of the rolls practically and in an easy manner in comparison with the
current embodiments consist of many parts. Further that production costs and utilization costs have been reduced.
[0033] It is believed that the surprising effect has been provided by a solution such that using only a component
(elevation part or slope sliding part or eccentric part) which integrally realizes angular positioning of the bearing(s) placed
on the mounting block.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES

[0034]

Figure 1. A two dimensional drawing indicating convey ground rolls in special grinding benches.
Figure 2. A drawing indicating stepped ground cap rolls in cylindrical grinding benches.
Figure 3. A drawing indicating the rolls whose caps are conically ground in cylindrical grinding benches.
Figure 4. A drawing indicating cylindrical ground rolls longitudinally in cylindrical grinding benches.
Figure 5. A drawing indicating concave convey of longitudinal cylindrical ground rolls as a result of thermal expansion.
Figure 6. A perspective drawing indicating a sample angular positioning of concave convey roll (see figure 5).
(Indicating the rolls positioned next to each other).
Figure 6a. A schematic drawing indicating central axial angles occurring when angle is provided by means of
elevation of one of the rolls from single side.
Figure 6b. Schematic drawing indicating central axial angles when angle is provided by means of elevating or
lowering of both rolls from both sides.
Figure 6c. A perspective drawing indicating a sample for angular positioning of concave convey roll (see figure 5).
(Indicating the rolls positioned together)
Figure 7. A drawing indicating the embodiment conducting angular positioning with slope sliding component before
angular positioning, which is not the subject of the invention.
Figure 8. Drawing indicating the embodiment conducting angular positioning with slope sliding component after
angular positioning, which is not the subject of the invention.
Figure 9. Drawing indicating performance of fixed adjustment with elevation part to perform angular positioning,
which is not the subject of the invention.
Figure 10. A drawing indicating complete angular positioning of milling package for angular positioning, which is
not the subject of the invention.
Figure 11. A drawing indicating the rolls before angular positioning by use of eccentric angular positioning arrange-
ment
Figure 12. A drawing indicating the rolls after angular positioning by use of eccentric angular positioning arrangement
Figure 13. A drawing indicating the embodiment conducting automatic angular positioning depending on various
parameters during operation as per varying parameters before angular positioning of rolls
Figure 14. A drawing indicating the embodiment conducting automatic angular positioning depending on changes
in parameters during operation as per varying parameters after angular positioning of rolls

REFERENCE NUMBERS
1 Roll 16 Moving component
2 Roll 17 Distance adjustment embodiment
3 Central axis 18 Tightening force
4 Central axis 19 Distance
5 Moving Bearing point 20 Elevation component
6 Moving bearing point 21 Eccentric angular positioning embodiment
7 Bearing point 22 Eccentric component
8 Bearing point 23 Eccentric adjustment arm
9 Inclined sliding component 24 Rotating center
10 Moving bearing 25 Rotating component
11 Installation block 26 Sensors
12 Center 27 Control unit
13 Bearing 28 Motor
14 Angular surface α Angle
15 Fixing components
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[0035] The invention will be understood better when described with reference to the figures and reference numbers
given above.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0036] The present invention solves the problems mentioned in the background of the art by means of changing the
positions of the rollers (1,2) in terms of each other. For this purpose it is sufficient to give an angular position to one of
the rollers (1, 2) in respect to the other roller. In such case an angle (α) is formed between the central axises (3, 4) of
the roller. (see figure 6) The angle formation between the rollers can be made from one bearing point (5, 6, 7, 8) (see
figure 6a) as well as mutually from both bearing points (7, 8). In this case, two angles (α) will be formed between central
axises. (See figure 6b). The rollers can be positioned side by side in some cases and over each other in other cases in
order to form the angle. The case where the angle (α) is formed by means of positioning them onto each other is depicted
in figure 6c.
[0037] Two milling rolls (1, 2) can be used in roller mill machines and there are also machines having more than two
rolls. In description of the invention only two rolls (1,2) have been depicted to give a sample.
[0038] It is possible to suggest several embodiments to realize the angular positioning. Figure 7 indicates the drawing
showing the situation of the embodiment which is not the part of the invention conducting angular positioning with slope
sliding component (9) before performance of angular positioning. The roll (2) has been mounted by means of a moving
bearing (10) from moving bearing points (7,8) in a manner allowing moving around a central point (12) over mounting
block (11). (See figure 7) The roll (1) is fixed onto mounting block (11) in a manner bearings (13) and slope sliding
component (9) are in between from bearing points (5, 6).
[0039] The part of the mounting block (11) on the bearing (5, 6) level have an angular surface (14). Inclined part of
inclined sliding component (9) is mounted onto angular surface of mounting block (11) in a sliding manner. By means
of loosening of the fixing components on the mounting block and by using the moving component, inclined sliding part
can be slid forward or backward. The bearing (13) and one end of roll (1) mounted to this bearing (13) moves up or down
in a manner to disarrange the current parallel level with the other roll (2) (see figure 6a which depicts the case when
one end of the roll (1) is elevated.) In same way the end of the roll (1) can also move downward or while one bearing
point (5) is elevated, other bearing point (6) can be lowered. (See figure 6b) The position of the inclined sliding part (9)
can be fixed at an appropriate level by means of fixing components (15). The engagement and disengagement distance
of the rolls (1, 2) is adjusted by distance adjustment embodiment (17). Distance adjustment embodiment (17) are con-
nected to moving bearing (10) and fixed bearing (13) and the rolls are engaged or disengaged by defeat of tightening
force (18) positioned between them.
[0040] Figure 8 shows the position of rollers (1, 2) after performance of angular positioning. As it can be seen, central
axises (3, 4) are not on the same alignment. A distance (19) has formed between them.
[0041] Positioning of rolls can also be realized by means of an elevation part (20) to be located under the fixed bearing
(13) without use of an inclined sliding component (9). (See Figure 9)
Angular positioning of rolls to each other is provided by means of angular positioning of the mounting block (11) supporting
the different angular positioning rolls (1, 2) (See figure 10). This can be realized by an inclined part that affecting both
rolls at the same time. This part for the sample given in this example is the mounting block (11).
[0042] Another angular positioning has been depicted in figure 11 and figure 12. Figure 11 shows the eccentric angular
positioning embodiment (21) before angular positioning of the rolls (1, 2). Figure 12 shows the eccentric angular posi-
tioning embodiment (21) after angular positioning of the rolls (1, 2).
[0043] Here, bearing (13) and mounting block (11) are in combined structure. The roll (2) is mounted in a manner
allowing movement of moving bearing (10) moves on eccentric part (22). Eccentric adjustment arm (23) rotates eccentric
part (22) around moving center (24) on the mounting block (11). Upon movement of eccentric part (22) moving bearing
(10) connected to eccentric part (22) and one end of the roll (2) connected to the bearing (10) moves up and down in a
manner causing loss of parallel position with other roll (1). Rotating component (25) provides up and down position of
eccentric adjustment arm (23) and is fixed in the position deemed appropriate. Distance adjustment embodiment (17)
adjusts engagement and disengagement distance of both rolls (1, 2) to each other. This embodiment can be realized
in several ways.
[0044] Figure 12 shows the moving roller (2) positioned upward in respect to eccentric part (22). Eccentric part (22)
is placed to position the rolls angularly; this part is not used for engaging and disengaging the rolls to each other. There
are other arrangements on cylinder packages for engaging and disengaging the rolls to each other.
[0045] Angular positioning can be made at one end of the rolls (1, 2) as well as both ends thereof. Equal angles (α)
will be formed as a result of moving central axis (3, 4) of the rolls (1, 2) at both ends of the roll in different directions.
(See Figure 6b) Even in very specific cases it is also possible to apply it from all bearing points (5, 6, 7, 8) of both rolls (1,2).
[0046] The charts indicating quantities or distances can be used on angular embodiments by means of performing
statistics and calculations in a manner guiding the angular positioning.
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[0047] The heat generated by bearing embodiments (10, 13) may not be in the same amount all the times. Therefore,
expansion (diameter increase) in ends of the roll (1, 2) is not always the same. Accordingly, the amount of convex to be
caused by ends of rolls expanding in different amounts on the roll (1, 2) will be different. In such cases the position of
the rolls (1, 2) to each other can vary depending on changing parameters.
[0048] The heat in the bearings (10, 13) is measured with sensors (26) located on bearing points (5, 6, 7, 8). The
motor (28) is driven by a control unit (27) pursuant to such values. The eccentric adjustment arm position can be adjusted
from control unit to where it is wished at which temperature.
[0049] The rolls (1, 2) can also be automatically positioned and operated at various angles to each other according
to time or a similar value without relying on the heat values on bearing points (5, 6, 7, 8).
[0050] The embodiments such as automatic angular positioning etc. can be adapted to inclined sliding part (9) appli-
cation (Figures 7-8) and application of elevation part (20) to mounting block (11) (Figure 10).
[0051] The invention also allows application of different angle (α) to rollers (1, 2) pursuant to changing parameters
(time, heat etc.).
[0052] Since angular positioning of the end of the roller will create a situation indicated in figure 6a, one end of the
rollers (1, 2) will disengage from the other end. Therefore, it is needed to re-adjust the distances of rolls (1, 2) to each other.
[0053] Since simultaneous moving both ends of one of the both rollers (1, 2) in different directions in a way deforming
the parallel position thereof will provide angular positioning of the rollers (1, 2) from the center, the situation indicated
in figure 6b will occur. Accordingly, may not required to re-adjust the rollers (1,2) in respect to each other during convey
elimination operation.
[0054] The protection scope of present invention has been specified in the claims section and cannot be limited to the
representative applications given in above. It is obvious that a skilled person in the art can realize the invention suggested
here under by use of similar embodiments or apply this embodiment to other similar purposed fields used in the art.
Therefore, it is clear that such embodiments will be deprived of any invention.

Claims

1. Roller mill machines comprising at least two rolls (1, 2) supported by means of bearing components (10, 13) and
used for grinding grains, positioned such that an angle (α) can be formed between the central axes (3, 4) of said
rolls (1, 2), and comprising at least two rolls (1, 2) arranged so as to provide adjustment of said angles (α), a distance
adjustment embodiment (17) which adjusts engagements and disengagement distance of both rolls (1,2) to each
other; an installation block (11) integrated with said bearing (13), an eccentric component (22) moved around the
rotating center (24) found on said installation block (11) characterised in that said eccentric component (22) is
moved by means of an eccentric adjustment arm (23), and allowing formation of the angle (α) between the axes (3,
4) by raising at least one end of said bearing (10) of said supported roll (2), a rotating component (25) allowing
posititioning of said eccentric adjustment arm (23) up and down.

Patentansprüche

1. Walzenstuhlmaschinen, umfassend mindestens zwei Walzen (1, 2), die durch Lagerkomponenten (10, 13) gelagert
sind und zum Mahlen von Getreide verwendet werden, die derart positioniert sind, dass ein Winkel (α) zwischen
den Mittelachsen (3, 4) der Walzen (1, 2) gebildet werden kann, und umfassend mindestens zwei Walzen (1, 2),
die so angeordnet sind, dass eine Einstellung der Winkel (α) bereitgestellt wird, eine Abstandseinstellungsausfüh-
rungsform (17), die einen Einrück- und Ausrückabstand beider Walzen (1, 2) zueinander einstellt;
einen Montageblock (11), in den das Lager (13) integriert ist, eine exzentrische Komponente (22), die um den
Drehmittelpunkt (24) bewegt wird, der sich an dem Montageblock (11) befindet, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die exzentrische Komponente (22) durch einen exzentrischen Einstellarm (23) bewegt wird und dass die Bildung
des Winkels (α) zwischen den Achsen (3, 4) durch Anheben von mindestens einem Ende des Lagers (10) der
gelagerten Walze (2) ermöglicht wird, wobei eine sich drehende Komponente (25) eine Positionierung des exzen-
trischen Einstellarms (23) nach oben und unten ermöglicht.

Revendications

1. Machines de broyage à rouleaux comprenant au moins deux rouleaux (1, 2) supportés au moyen de composants
de palier (10, 13) et utilisés pour le broyage des grains, positionnés de sorte qu’un angle (α) puisse être formé entre
les axes centraux (3, 4) desdits rouleaux (1, 2), et comprenant au moins deux rouleaux (1, 2) agencés de façon à
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permettre le réglage desdits angles (a), un mode de réalisation de réglage de la distance (17) qui règle la distance
de mise en prise et de séparation des deux rouleaux (1, 2) l’un par rapport à l’autre ;
un bloc d’installation (11) intégré audit palier (13), un composant excentrique (22) déplacé autour du centre rotatif
(24) trouvé sur ledit bloc d’installation (11) caractérisé en ce que ledit composant excentrique (22) est déplacé au
moyen d’un bras de réglage excentrique (23), et permettant la formation de l’angle (α) entre les axes (3, 4) en
élevant au moins une extrémité dudit palier (10) dudit rouleau supporté (2), un composant rotatif (25) permettant le
positionnement dudit bras de réglage excentrique (23) vers le haut et vers le bas.
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